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Theory of Two-Dimensional Melting

-mediated two-dimensional melting are
ion of dislocation pairs first drives a transi-
ntial decay of translational order, but pow-
A subsequent dis soc iation of dis c lunation
an isotropic fluid. The critical behavior,
is discussed.

translational order parameter e' ' ", with a cor-
relation length (+(T) =n& '. This length diverges
as T- T ' [see (6) below]. The structure factor
S(q} is now finite at all Bragg points, and the
Lamd coefficients vanish at long wavelengths.
We shall see, however, that orientational order
persists, in the sense that bond-angle correla-
tions now decay algebraically, (g*(r)g(6)) -1/
r "6 . This phase can be described as a liquid
crystal, similar to a two-dimensional nematic,
but with a sixfold rather than twofold anisotropy.
The exponent q, (T) is related to the Franck con-
stant K„(T), which is the coefficient of —,

'
~
%Op in

the free-energy density: q, (T) = 18k BT/mK„(T).
We find that K„is infinite just above T, but de-
creases with increasing temperatures, until a
temperature T,, where dissociation of disclina-
tion pairs drives a transition into an isotropic
phase in which both the translational and orienta-
tional order decay exponentially.

The liquid-crystal phase is isomorphic to a
two-dimensional superfluid, except that +60'
disclinations play the role of vortices. The
transition at T,. should belong to the same uni-
versality class as the superfluid transition, and
we expect, in particular, that' q, (T;) = ~. Al-
though disclination pairs are very tightly bound
in the solid phase, screening by a gas of free
dislocations produces a weaker logarithmic bind-
ing for T &T&T,. It is interesting to note that
an isolated dislocation can itself be regarded as
a tightly bound disclination pair, ' separated by
one lattice constant.

To see the origin of these results, let us de-
compose the displacement field of a solid into a
smoothly varying phonon field cp(r), and a part
due to dislocations. ' The Hamiltonian X~ for
the solid, within continuum elasticity theory,
then breaks into two parts, Ks=K +K~, with

The consequences of a theory of dislocation
worked out for triangular lattices. Dissociat
tion into a "liquid crystal" phase with expone
er-law decay of sixfold orientational order.
pairs at a higher temperature then produces
as well as the effect of a periodic substrate,

Kosterlitz and Thouless' have proposed a model
of two-dimensional melting, in which the "topo-
logical order" of a solid phase is destroyed by
the dissociation of dislocation pairs. Similar
ideas, with vortices taking the place of disloca-
tions, have led to a rather detailed theory' of
the superfluid transition in two dimensions. In
this Letter, we summarize the consequences of
dislocation-mediated melting of triangular lat-
tices, on both smooth and periodic substrates.
A more detailed derivation will be given else-
where. '

Consider the properties of a two-dimensional
triangular solid on a smooth substrate. By de-
finition, the solid has nonzero long-wavelength
elastic constants. The structure factor exhibits'
power-law singularities, S(q) -

~ q —G
~

'
near a set of reciprocal lattice vectors {G), with
exponents gG related to the Lame elastic con-
stants pn(T) and An(T) by 11G=ksT~G~'(3pn+A~)/
4v p.n(2 p,„+A g. These singularities, which re-
place the 5-function Bragg peaks found in three-
dimensional solids, reflect power-law decay at
large distances of the correlation function (exp{iG
~ [u(r) —u(5)]]), where u(r) is the lattice displace-
ment at point r. One can also define an order
parameter (analogous to e' ' ") for bond orienta, —

tions, namely g—:e", where 0(r) is the orienta-
tion, relative to the x axis, of a bond between
two nearest-neighbor atoms at r. In a solid, 0
is given in terms of the displacement field, 6I

= —,'(&,u„B„M,). The so—lid phase exhibits long-
range orientational order, since ($*(r)g(5)) ap-
proaches a nonzero constant at large r.'

If melting is indeed characterized by an unbind-
ing of dislocation pairs at a temperature T, one
expects that a density nt(T) of free dislocations
above T will lead to exponential decay of the

1
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In (1), y, , is related to the smooth part of the
displacement field, p, , = —,(&; q, + s, p, ), and P
and ~ are "reduced" elastic constants, given by
the usual Lamd coefficients p, and A. multiplied
by the square of the lattice spacing, a, ', and
divided by k BT. In (2), b(R) is a dimensionless
dislocation Burgers vector of the form b(R)
=m(R)e, +n(R)e„where m(R) and n(R) are in-
tegers, and e, and e, are unit vectors spanning
the underlying Bravais lattice. The sums in (2)
are over, say, a square mesh with spacing a of
sites in physical space, and the b(R) must satisfy
a vector charge neutrality condition, QRb(R) =0.
The quantities K, and K, are equal, Ky:E2: K
=4@(p,+A)/(2 p. +A), and E, is the core energy of
a dislocation.

If dislocations only exist in bound pairs at low
temperatures, one expects that they can be ig-
nored, and that the long-wavelength properties
of the solid will simply be given by (1), with suit-
ably renormalized elastic constants. The proper-
ties of the solid phase quoted above follow direct-
ly from this observation.

One of us' has studied the properties of (2) in the
absence of the dot product or angular terms (K,
=0), It was found that dislocations are indeed un-
important at low temperatures (large K,), and
that a dislocation-unbinding transition was con-
trolled by the terminus of a fixed surface, pa-
rametrized by K, and e, e,. Here, we restrict
ourselves to the triangular lattice (e, ~ e, =-,'),
and extend this treatment to the full dislocation
Hamiltonian K~, taking into account the neglected
angular terms. Recursion relations for E and y
=—exp( E, /& BT) can in fa-ct be obtained rather
straightforwardly, by considering the renormal-
ization of elastic constants due to dislocation
pairs, in analogy to calculations of the effect of
vortices on the superfluid density in a 'He film, '
Integrating over mesh sizes between a and ae',
we obtain partially dressed parameters p(l), g(1),
y(l), and K(l), which satisfy, to 0(y'(l)),

1 1 a2
r-r &R(T) &B(T)—+~ (T) [ 4~&BT (7)

This corresponds to the critical value E,=16m,
and is also suggested by the "entropy argument"
of Kosterlitz and Thouless. '

The results for orientational correlations above
T follow from a calculation of the Franck con-
stant K~:

pT--= lim q'{e(q) e( —q) )K~ ~ 0

for all E, so that its recursion relation can be ob-
tained trivially from (3) and (4).

As in Ref. 7, y(l) is driven to zero at large l,
for all temperatures below a critical value T .
Above T, y(l) is ultimately driven toward large
values and K(l) is driven towards zero, an in-
stability we associate with dislocation-pair un-
binding.

Following Kosterlitz'and Ref. 7, we determine
the behavior near T by studying Eqs. (3)-(5)
near the critical value K, = 16m. We identify the
correlation length $,(T) with ae'*, with I* chosen
such that K(l*) = —,'K, . In this way, we find that

$,(T) =a exp[b/(T/T —1)'44'"' ' '],
as T- T ', where 5 is a constant, and 0.44817. . .
can be expressed in terms of the roots of a quad-
ratic equation with Bessel-function coefficients.
The specific heat exhibits only an essential singu-
larity, C~- $+ ', while the structure factor at the
Bragg points is given by S(G) —$+' "o. Taking
over the discussion for the superfluid density in
Ref. 8, we find that the reduced shear modulus
in the solid phase is

p.R(T) = lim p(l).
) ~ OO

It follows from Eqs. (3)-(5) that p, „(T) approach-
es a finite limiting value as T- T . Just below
T we find p, „(T)= p, ~(T )[1+const(T —T)"4'""'],
with a, similar result for AR(T). There is a uni-
versal relationship involving the elastic constants
at T

(4)

(5)

where 10(x) and l,(x) are modified Bessel functions
of the first and second kind. We find that

K-'(i) = —,
' (1-'(i) + [P(i)+~(i)]-'}

= lim 'q'-' (b,.(q)b,. (—g)),

where e(q) and 5,.(q) are the Fourier-transformed
orientational and Burgers —vector fields, respec-
tively. The second line of (8) follows because the
contribution of y(r) to K„' is zero and because
the dislocation part of e(q) is just" 8(q) = —iq, b„
(q)/q'. To estimate K„just above T, we use
its transformation properties under the renormal-
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ization group, K„(K(0),y(0) }=e"K=e „(K( ), y(l)}. Choosing I=i*=In a

~ ~ ~

+

i t o i oi
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ing
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er an restrict-

pon ourier transformation X becomes

! ture expitaxial phase into a fl d,ui, as shown for
epitaxial phases I and III. For large enough M

owever, there is a temperature
Ug

window where A. &0 and K~&16', indicating that
a floating solid is stable to both substrate per-
turbations and dislocation unbinding. The de otted

ig. shows a locus of such points h

the fl
s, were

e erio ici y as epi-oating solid has the same e d
'

y p-
taxial phase II, which exists at lower tempera-
tures.

It can be shown' that the transitions from float-
oa ing solid to epitax-ing solid to fluid and from float'

ial phase II (marked A and B ' F'in ig. 1 are both
describable at long wavelength bs y a Hamiltonian

n ee, these transi-of the form (2) with K wK . Ind d,
tions are essentially dual to each other. ' The
situation is very similar t tho e cosp0" perturba-
tions discussed by Josd' et a/ " Tha . e transition
from epitaxial phase II to a fl t'
other than B ma

oa ing solid at points
B may connect two phases with differ-

en periodicities; its nature is not yet known.
We expect that the transition from float' 1'd

uid will be everywhere qualitativel
o our iscussion of dislocation unb' d'

smooth subsubstrate. The orientational b'
n in ingona

osed b
ias im-

p e y the substrate, however, should alter
iso ropic transi-or eliminate thy liquid-crystal ' t

tion discussed' above.

onl ex
We wish to emphasize in closing th t

on y explored consequences of the dislocation
model of melting perturbatively in y = exp(-E /C
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where t/' is the volume. Since the term pro or-
e ransverse projection operator in (9)

does not contribute to (8), one obtains K„(K(l*),

physical Franck constant is K
a ge raic decay of orientational order above T

straightforward consequences of this result.
Many experimental investigations of two-dimen-

sional meltine ing are carried out on films adsorbed
onto a regular substrate ' a d tn so i is important
to determine the effect of a d
our results.

o a perio ic potential on
Qne must now distinguish between

a "floating solid, " characterized by power-1wer- aw

gg singularities at reciprocal latt'
w ich vary continuously with coverage and

temperature, and an "epitaxial solid, "havin
function Bra,gg peaks at a lattice of vectors in-
cluding the substrate reciprocal lattice (Kj as a,

proper subset. The floating solid should be rath-
er similar to th e solid on a smooth substrate dis-
cussed in this a erp p . Figure 1 shows a schemat-
ic phase diagram with fluid, floating solid, and

epitaxial phases. A region of t — hwo-p ase coexis-
tence is also shownwn, separating epitaxial phase I
from a dilute fluid or "vappor. ' We expect an
increasing multiplicity and complexit of e 'tiy o epiax-

p ases with decreasing temperatures.
To understandand Fig. 1, consider first the effect

of a weak subst rate potential commensurate with
the lattice of the adsorbed f 1 Li m. et gM) be the

~ an yKg, and letset of vectors common to ~G&~ d y

jMj. I et us expand the potential on the recipro-
cal attice &K~1

'
& ~, and focus our attention on

X=X + Z h-Pe'"'"" (10) T

where h M is the potential strength at M thea; e terms
isp ayed in (10) are the most importantimpor ant ones for

po entials. The renormalizat'iza ion-group
eigenvalue for h~ is easily shown to be A. & ——2
——,'g& G ~, so that any commensurate tr e per urba-

tures. If M
ion ecomes relevant at sufficientl 1n y ow tempera-
ures. If I, is sufficiently small (M s8v/a '

A. rememains relevant out to quite high tern era-
a oating solid can never exist th

is then a transition directly from a 1 -t
xis; ere

ow- empera-
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h BT). Although the theory is stable and self-con-
sistent, we cannot rule out other mechanisms
for melting, perhaps leading to a first-order
transition. A "premature" unbinding of disclina-
tions (before dislocations dissociate) might con-
stitute such a mechanism.
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The dominant mechanism of methyl-group rotation in MDBP {4-methyl-2, 6-ditertiary-
butylphenol) between 4 and 15 K is a Raman process involving the scattering of optical
phonons, rather than the usually assumed two-step process of methyl torsional excita-
tion with phonon absorption and subsequent emission. The Raman process is positively
identified for the first time by combining magnetic resonance measurements of tunnel
splittings with inelastic neutron scattering spectra for both normal and partially deuter-
ated MDBP.

There is a useful parallel between the rotation
of molecular groups in solids at low temperature
and the magnetic relaxation of paramagnetic ions,
since both involve localized transitions occurring
through interactions with lattice phonons. The
temperature dependence of electron spin-lattice
relaxation is discussed' mainly in terms of three
mechanisms, the direct, Raman, and Orbach
processes, which successively dominate relaxa-
tion as the temperature is increased, each type
of process having a distinct temperature depen-
dence which serves as its signature. By con-
trast, discussions of methyl-group rotation have

mostly invoked one single process which is the
analog of the Orbach process. The experimental
reason for this is that the rotation rate 7 ' is
very commonly found to obey an Arrhenius-type
law,

T '=2;&; 'exp(-&;/&&)

with just one or two terms describing the behav-
ior over a wide range of temperature, ' ' and this
exponential temperature dependence is regarded
as the signature of the Orbach process. The ap-
parent failure of the Raman process to assert it-
self at low temperatures is mysterious, until one
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